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1 Introduction

Problems in protein bioinformatics have led to various challenges in statistics. In Mardia (2009)
we focused on a few problems related to shape analysis and directional statistics:

(1)Random rotations and the Fisher matrix distribution . (2)Bookstein type registration for
Form Analysis (3) The saddlepoint approximation to von Mises Distribution. (4) Importance
sampling and in directional statistics, (5)Bayesian analysis for multivariate directional distribu-
tions . Here, we give a broader view in Section 2. In Section 3 ,we revisit bivariate von Mises
distributions . In Section 4, we examine an identity in two competitive measures of size-and-
shape variation. We end with some other topics of current interest in the area.

2 Statistical Protein Bioinformatics

Following Mardia (2009) and Mardia (2010),we first describethe background to protein bioin-
formatics . It is important to remember that the protein has many facets as emphasized in
Mardia (2009). A protein is a sequence of amino acids (20 types) which, when it folds, has a
3-dimensional structure. In 3-D, we can describe the protein by the coordinates of the atoms.
The main part of the protein is its backbone (main chain) which can be considered as a repeated
sequence of three atoms nitrogen (N), carbon (Cα or Cα) and carbon (C ′) so the backbone in
3-D has coordinates of the sequences

N1 − Cα
1 − C ′

1 −N2 − Cα
2 − . . .−Nr − Cα

r − C ′
r

wherer denotes the ‘length’ of the backbone. In view of the physico-chemical properties, three
dihedral anglesφ, ψ, ω are sufficient to summarize the backbone and Table 1 gives thedefinition
of the three dihedral anglesφ, ψ andω. Recall that the dihedral angleθ of the four points
x1, . . . , x4 in 3-D is defined as the angle between the two planes (x1, x2, x3) and (x2, x3, x4)
which lies between 0 and 2π .

Due to physico-chemistry, angleω can only take two values 0 orπ (mainly for the proline
amino acid but otherwise there is only one value forω) and therefore only the bivariate angles
(φ, ψ) play a key role in understanding the backbone, particularly in predicting how the 1-D
sequences fold into 3-D; this is one of the major unsolved problems of biology.

Ramachandran(et al 1963) in their fundamental work plotted(φ, ψ) to summarize the re-
curring basic shapes in protein (α helices andβ sheets) and found their empirical distribution.
These scatter plots of(φ, ψ) are now known as Ramachandran plots . The first statistical work
in some sense to understand parametrically these plots through bivariate directional distribu-
tions (sine and cosine models see below) has been given by Mardia et al (2007); Boomsma et
al (2008) have used these distributions in local structure prediction through a hidden Markov
model.

Historically, describing protein secondary structure hasbeen somewhat subjective, but theDSSP
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Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) was designed to standard-
ize the assignment from protein database co-ordinates to secondary structures. This program
assigns each(φ, ψ) pair of angles to one of:

C coil“loop or irregular” (for which sometime no label is given, i.e.blank)

B residue in isolated beta-bridge

E extended strand, participates in beta ladder

G 3-helix (3/10 helix)

H alpha helix

I 5 helix (pi helix)

S bend

T hydrogen bonded turn

Table 1:Four atoms involved in the definition of dihedral angles (φ,ψ, ω) of the backbone,Mardia (2010
,with corrections )

θ x1 x2 x3 x4

φi C ′
i−1 Ni Cα

i C ′
i

ψi Ni Cα
i C ′

i Ni+1

ωi Cα
i−1 C ′

i−1 Ni Cα
i

Secondary structure is defined by hydrogen bonding, so the exact definition of a hydrogen
bond is critical. The standard H-bond definition for secondary structure is that of DSSP, which
is a purely electrostatic model. It assigns charges to (1) the "carbonyl carbon and oxygen" and
(2) the "amide nitrogen and hydrogen". A shape based definition of hydrogen bonding is used
in Paulsen et al(2010). Fig 1 displays such a bond (small parallel lines ); it also shows key
angles in a small section of a protein backbone .

From a statistical perspective ,we are dealing with the joint distribution of

(1) anglesθ (such asφ, ψ )

(2) discrete variables A( type of amino acid), and S (type of secondary structures).

The data files are created according to some biochemistry objectives,usually from pdb (Protein
Data Bank). These angles are mostly binned in most of the previous studies but recent trend
is to use continuous distributions. However, these continuous distributions have to take into
account NO-GO AREAS which are chemically impossible and these are not known a priori
i.e.,the distributions are on the regions with real holes sothe support itself is very complex and
unknown.

Most of the time, the aim is structural prediction which leads to varied data analytic prob-
lems. One good start is to fit distributions such as through parametric mixtures or nonparamet-
ric density estimation to the relevant data. Parametric mixtures provide clear indication of each
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Figure 1: Key angles and hydrogen bonding ( a set of small parallel lines)in a protein backbone with the
cosine density in its background ;Figure by Tim Harder, Bioinformatics Center, University of Copen-
hagen.

components which are ready to be understood and apply, eg. for understanding variability, level
of correlations etc. Mardia and Taylor (2010) have provideda library of the cosine (Section 3 )
mixtures for each amino acid which may provide another quality control tool. The estimate of
the number of components through AIC is common in parametricmixtures. This approach is
adapted by Mardia et al (2007) and has a lot of potential on theline similar to Ting et al (2010).
Another approach is to use the HMM which can generate probabilities or simulate samples on
demand. A good example is Boomsma et al (2008). Note that the nodes and the emission ma-
trices are available for interpretation but usually these are not examined. Recall that classical
mixture models are a particular case of HMM.

Note that loops are flexible parts of proteins and are key ingredients in drug designs. Again
there are some challenging shape problems (eg Olivia et al ,1997). In addition to the backbone,
the side chains information is used which may beCβ or so called the chi angles (eg. Hommola
et al ,2010). Green and Mardia (2006) have used amino acid types in Bayesian alignment ; one
can incorporate detailed physico-chemical information, see for example Czogiel et al (2008).
To sum up, development of statistical tools depends heavilyon which facet of proteins is used.

3 Bivariate von Mises directional distributions

There has been a growing keen interest in bivariate von Misesdirectional distributions forφ, ψ
.We write here these angles asθ, φ . These distributions are particular cases of the “full” bivari-
ate von Mises (BVM) distribution, which was introduced by Mardia (1975),

f(θ, φ) = c(κ1, κ2, A) exp
{

κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) +

[cos(θ − µ), sin(θ − µ)]A[cos(φ− ν), sin(φ− ν)]T
}

, (1)

where the anglesθ, φ ∈ (−π, π] lie on the torus, a square with opposite sides identified, and
the matrixA = (aij) is 2 × 2. This model has eight parameters and allows for dependence
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between the two angles. Various submodels with five parameters have appeared (Singh et al,
2002; Mardia et al, 2007) to mimic the bivariate normal distribution. Two important sub-models
are the sine and the cosine model. TheSine modelhas the density (Singh et al, 2002)

fs(θ, φ) ∝ exp{κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) + λ sin(θ − µ) sin(φ− ν)}. (2)

For theCosine modelthe density is given by (Mardia et al, 2007)

fc(θ, φ) ∝ exp{κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) − κ3 cos(θ − µ− φ+ ν)} (3)

This model has positive interaction. The cosine model with negative interaction has the expo-
nent in (3) as

κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) − κ3 cos(θ − µ+ φ− ν).

The normalizing constant in a compact form for the full BVM has been elusive since Mardia
(1975) but surprisingly we can obtain it in a compact form as follows . Let us write the singular
value decomposition of(µ = ν = 0) as

A = R(γ)ΛR(δ)T (4)

whereR(γ) andR(δ) are two orthogonal matrices andΛ = diag(α, β).
Theorem 1(Mardia,2010). The normalization constant for the full BVMis given by

I = 4π2ΣkΣl{cos(kγ − lδ)}Ik(κ1)Il(κ2)I k+l
2

(u)I k−l
2

(v), (5)

wherek + l is even,u = (α+ β)/2, v = (α− β)/2.
Now we can deduce various special cases .Further work is required to understand the full

BVM and the implementation. Conjugate priors have been recently popular (Mardia,2009,2010;
Lennox et al ,2009).

There are many open ended questions in the field. One of the major questions is which
bivariate von Mises model is a “true” extension of the univariate von Mises distribution. The
question has been discussed in Mardia et al (2007) , Kent et al(2008) and Mardia (2010). It
seems the sine model may be more suited since the multivariate extension is attractive. But the
situation is somewhat similar to how approximate is the univariate von Mises distribution to the
wrapped normal. In practice there is hardly a difference. One should view the differences in
the same light between the sine and the cosine model. The multivariate sine model for high
dimensional data also requires further study. Thus the fieldis still evolving! Note that for
Bioinformatics, we normally need computationally efficient methods in using any statistical
methodology.

4 Relationship between the two RMSD measures

Let us consider the relation between the following two RMSD measures used in early bioinfor-
matics literature for comparing size-and-shape. One is called RMSDc as thecoordinatesare
used, ie. RMSD2C = R2

1 given by

R2
1 =

k
∑

i=1

||xi − τ̂ − Âyi||
2/k (6)

for the two configurations(xi) and(yi) i = 1, . . . , k in d-dimensions. Note that this measure
is related to the Procrustes distance. Another RMSDD using thedistances
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δ
(1)
ij = ||xi − xj ||, δ

(2)
ij = ||yi − yj||, is given by

R2
2 =

k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

(δ
(1)
ij − δ

(2)
ij )2/k2. (7)

where RMSD2D = R2
2 . It is found from empirical studies by Cohen and Sternberg (1980) that

R2 ≃ 0.75R1 + c (8)

wherec ranges from (0, 0.2).Such a relation can be obtained under the following model. Let

xi = τ + Aµi + ǫi; ǫi ∼ IN(0, σ2I), (9)

whereσ2 is small andk is moderately large. InR2
1, the parametersτ andA are estimated so

kR2
1 ∼ σ2χ2

f wheref = {k − d(d+1)
2

}d. Ford = 3, we thus have

E(R2
1) ≃ 3σ2. (10)

Let us now writeR2
2 =

∑

i

∑

j(δij − ||µi − µj||)
2/k2. We show that

δij ∼ ||µi − µj|| + 2σ2N(0, 1).

Without any loss of generality, we assume here thatx = µ + ǫ, ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2I), σ small.
Then we show that approximately

|x| − |µ| ∼ N(0, σ2). (11)

We have

|x| = |µ+ ǫ| = |µTµ+ 2µT ǫ+ ǫT ǫ|
1

2 ≃ |µTµ|
1

2

[

1 +
2µT ǫ

µTµ

]
1

2

asǫT ǫ is neglible to the first order. Thus

|x| − |µ| =
µT ǫ

(µTµ)
1

2

.

NowE|x| = |µ|, var|x| = E{µT ǫǫTµ}/µTµ = σ2, so the normal approximation (12) follows.
In our case, we deduce

E(R2
2) ≃ var(δij) = 2σ2. (12)

Hence from (10) and (12)

E(R2
2)/E(R2

1) = 2/3;E(R2)/E(R1) ≃

√

2

3
= 0.82. (13)

The result is very similar to (8) which was suggested in Levitt (1976, p77) but it was not cor-
rectly cited in Cohen and Sternberg (1980) for comparison with (8). We can also write down
the approximate confidence intervals for (13). Note thatR1 is now used exclusively in bioinfor-
matics, partly for its computational efficiency.
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5 Discussions

In Section 2, we have highlighted two competing strategies for mixtures through EM/HMM and
through the Dirichlet process. It is worth examining if there is any real difference in the two
methods in practice. On the other hand, it is satisfying if the two approaches yield similar con-
clusions. Various areas of shape analysis need expanding: surface analysis, biological growth,
robust unlabelled alignment, shape model based discrimination. As far as the applications are
concerned, there are new challenges in finding patterns in genome sequence data towards any
common function. Drug discovery and virtual screening are other current important areas.
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